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Farming for Wildlife
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Call me sentimen-
tal, but I’d rather
eat a deer I just

met than a steer that I’ve
been feeding all sum-
mer. So I resisted the
notion my father-in-law
had that we should raise
a few cattle in the pas-
tures we had built for
horses. Now our graphic
artist daughter is away at
college, the horses are
moving on. Rather than
let the brush and weeds reclaim what we had worked so hard to
clear over the past dozen years, ArrowTrade’s vice president and I
decided to do some farming for wildlife.

We purchased a new ATV, an Arctic Cat made here in Minnesota,
added a snowplow for the front and a pair of miniature farm imple-
ments for the rear. Vickie and I finished our first food plot this past
November and were about halfway through the second when the
ground froze solid. Since I grew up on a farm riding tractors that had
less power than this 700cc fuel injected model, it’s been a real return
to my roots. Kneeling in the rich black soil we have here to grease the
disk or to pull clogs of weeds away from the field cultivator shovels,
I’d say to myself “I can remember doing this 45 years ago.”

Things are a lot more comfortable now. The Ford 8N I learned to
do field work on as a young boy never had a comfortable padded
seat, a metal-flake finish or chrome wheels. The power steering we
opted for was a good investment, given we’re “sod-busting” open
patches in woods and swamps that have never seen a plow. In fact
15 minutes after Vickie started driving the ATV, she turned to me and
said, “This is fun. We should get one of these for me.”

ATVs are addictive, and after seeing how the well-planned food
plots enhance bowhunting at the test farm for Heartland Wildlife
Institute, I’ll be eager to get back to “miniature farming” in the
spring. I’m shown with one of Jeff Neal’s side-by-side Polaris
Rangers, and my 2011 Ohio crossbow buck, in the photo above. We’ll
be adding more ATV coverage in future issues, as carrying hunting-
related ATV accessories is a good option for many archery retailers.
In fact the outdoor store we’re profiling in this issue (see page 188)
has a sideline of renting ATV food plot implements to its customers
eager to improve their own hunting
opportunities.
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BowTechArchery.com

Be at the BowTech Booth 

at 9:00 AM on January 10th 

to witness the unleashing 

of our fl agship bow and get 

your FREE BowTech shirt!
(While supplies last.)

Booth  #1949
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Outdoor Edge Offers Premium Blade
Outdoor Edge has teamed up with professional

guide/outfitter and TV personality Fred Eichler to offer
hunters the same custom knife design he has used for
years. The Fred Eichler Pro-Guide is a hand crafted drop
point fixed-blade skinner with 3-1/4 inch mirror pol-
ished 1.4116 German stainless blade (7-1/2 inch overall).
The full-tapered tang handle is contoured from green G-
10 with a red Micarta spacer. Gripping serrations on top
of the blade ensure greater control. The Fred Eichler Pro-
Guide knife comes complete with a hand tooled side-

carry leather belt sheath. For more information stop by
ATA booth #530 or call (800) 447-3343. 

Ever wished you could hide your food plot
from your neighbors? Ever wish you could get to
and from your favorite treestand without bust-
ing the deer feeding on your plot?

Most hunters who establish food plots have
been in situations like this, so Frigid Forage has
put together a new blend that makes it easy to grow a tall
and thick natural screen in almost any condition. Plot
Screen can be planted in numerous different shapes and
scenarios and can provide you with a thick natural screen
that can reach heights of 12 feet.

Reach the Minnesota firm at (320) 532-5020 or check
out all the food plot mixes at www.frigidforage.com.

In split limb bows various amounts of vibration
can be transferred through the limbs from great
amounts of stored energy. BowJax says its new
Revelation Dampeners could spell the end of vibra-
tions in your bow limbs.

The material for this latest
BowJax product is super soft, and
soaks up unwanted vibration. They
are 2-1/2 inches long and 1-7/8 inch-
es wide, weighing only 269 grains
each. “You can double up on them
on a limb, and they are still less
weight than the competition,” Becky
Wright of BowJax said. “They are
sized for a gap of .7 inches wide and
mainly fit on Hoyts and the new
Bowtech Invasion. These parts were
made for the  perfectionist archer
who requires only the finest, made in
the USA products. The large X-shape

dampener wedges in between the limbs, it fits snug-
ly and doesn't utilize screws or adhesive of any kind.”

These Revelation Dampeners will initially come
in black and have a MSRP of $16.99 per set of two,
and  $22.99 per set of four. Dealers can call (208) 762-
3692 or email Wright with questions at Bowjax@bow-
jax.com

Trophy Tally Stickers

8

Frigid Forage Plot Screen

Revelation Dampeners by BowJax

Customers can add Trophy Tally Stickers and/or Dots to
a bow, bow case, truck window, etc., to show everyone their
successes! Stickers/Dots are made from durable vinyl and
are permanent. We currently offer the following series: The
Northeast Series consists of Buck, Doe, Turkey and Bear; the

Southwest Series has Buck,
Doe, Turkey and Pig; the
Western Series has Muley Buck,
Doe, Antelope and Elk; and the
Predator Series has Bobcat,
Coyote, Fox and Raccoon.
Oother Stickers/Dots are com-
ing soon. Call (610) 923-0213.
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COMING IN 2012
9:00 AM at ATA, COLUMBUS OH, BOOTH #1949

 

fueLthehunt.com
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Wildlife Research Center is totally focused on scent
and human scent elimination.  In the 29th year of busi-
ness, Wildlife Research Center continues to introduce
new and innovative products to improve your hunting
success and now brings a predator attractor scent called
Coyote Juice long-range calling scent.

Coyotes will commonly circle around to approach
the distress sounds of a calling setup from downwind,
just like when closing in on prey.  They want to use their
sense of smell to confirm the situation they are
approaching. Coyote Juice makes the setup seem real.
It's a strong, long range scent that really gets coyotes
excited. It appeals to their territorial, curiosity, and most
importantly when calling, their hunting instincts.  It will
help make your customer’s calling setups far more
attractive to coyotes in the area.

Apply Coyote Juice liberally to wicks and then place

them in positions nearby prior to calling.
For remote setups, place Coyote Juice
near the call or decoy.  When the coyote
responds to the calling and starts to cir-
cle downwind to scent check, he catches
the strong long-range scent of Coyote
Juice. When the smell reinforces the call,
he should be ready to come in for the kill!

The MSRP for Coyote Juice in an 8 oz.
squeeze bottle is $12.99.

Wildlife Research Center products
are Money-Back Guaranteed. For order-
ing information, call the Minnesota firm
at (763) 427-3350.

New Coyote Calling Scent Developed

SKB Corporation has developed the new Hunter XL bow case to better
serve the hunting sports and competition enthusiasts market. The new
Hunter XL Series 2SKB-4120 case is the big brother to the popular smaller
Hunter Series bow case. The new Hunter XL Series 2SKB-4120 bow case
accommodates the new wider style bows such as all of the Mathews Z7 and
Z9 series bows with the quiver attached.  The Hunter XL features plush lined
EPS interior inserts to provide maximum impact resistance and a water jet

cut foam arrow system that holds
up to a dozen arrows.  The exterior
features a rigid ABS shaped shell
with stylish embossing and parallel ribs that add structural support to the
lid with an interlocking stacking system. SKB's "Perfect Match" valance
bending system provides a tight and secure fit with lockable draw-bolt
metal latches and a comfortable carrying handle.  

The Hunter XL Series 2SKB-4120 case is an affordable parallel limb bow
case with an interior measuring 41 long x 17 wide x 6 high and is a light-
weight design weighing only 11 pounds. This case provides a 5 year warran-
ty from the date of purchase against any manufacturing defects to the orig-
inal owner. Contact SKB Sport Sales at (800) 654-5992.

Larger Bowcase from SKB Takes Wide Compounds 

Youth Hearing Protectors Developed by Altus
The Altus Brands have introduced a new product, the ReVO line of hear-

ing protection ear muffs specifically designed for smaller heads and ears. 
As Charlie Ricci said, “Our children have been at a distinct disadvantage

when it comes to quality hearing protection. Most ‘youth’ hearing protec-
tion  is either very uncomfortable or more of a children’s toy. Our new ReVO

line of passive hearing protection muffs are made
to fit smaller heads comfortably, offer protection
and with knockout graphics every kid will want to
wear. ReVO Hearing Protection is a major
advancement for all of our children exposed to
dangerous noise levels such as the shooting
sports, rock concerts, auto racing and many other
circumstances where high or constant noise lev-
els can cause progressive hearing damage.”

For ordering information on this American
made product, call (231)-421-3810.
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Carbon Express, a leader in
arrow technology, innovation and
precision, is pleased to announce
that Blue Ridge Marketing will now
be representing the impressive and
ever-growing line of Carbon Express
crossbows and crossbow bolts.

Blue Ridge Marketing has been

representing the other fine Carbon
Express products for five years in the
South East region.  "We were blown
away by the innovative new products
and programs that will help our
dealers get the most out of the cross-
bow category. Also, we believe once a
dealer compares the speed, quiet-

ness, quality and unbelievable value
that these crossbows offer, they'll
want to add the Carbon Express
crossbows and bolts to their offer-
ing," commented James Hopkins, VP
of Blue Ridge Marketing.  

With the new Carbon Express
crossbow series, the engineering
team at Carbon Express continues a
history of unwavering commitment
to hunters who choose to shoot bet-
ter.  Each crossbow in the Carbon
Express line is designed to work as a
natural extension of the hunter, pro-
viding the reach and punch neces-
sary to capitalize on the opportunity
of a lifetime.  The crossbows, when
paired with Carbon Express cross-
bow bolts, create a complete shoot-
ing system for hunters who demand
the best equipment in the field. 

"Carbon Express' 2012 theme is
Unleash The Brand and that's exact-
ly what the dedicated sales force at
Blue Ridge Marketing will be aiming
to do," stated Erik Eastman, VP of
business development for Eastman
Outdoors. 

Blue Ridge Gets Carbon Express Line

One of the archery industry’s
best-known and most experienced
sales reps has come out of retire-
ment, and come back from a serious
injury, to launch a new sales rep
group. 

Don Castrup and Associates will
be based in Newburgh, Indiana and
the home office can be reached at
(812) 453-1591. Castrup was serious-
ly injured at his home this past July
when a riding lawn mower he was
operating overturned. Castrup lost
part of an arm in the accident, but
that didn’t affect his decades of expe-
rience or his desire to help others be
successful. “My philosophy in life is
that if you help other people get
what they want in life, you can get
everything you want,” Castrup said.
“That was always the case with the
dealer network I served, and with my
hunt booking agency. Having been
in retail, when I’d go into a store I
usually had a suggestion that could
help  them be more successful. My
heart was always there trying to get
them to the next level.”

Castrup spent five years in
archery retailing and another 30 as a
sales rep for PSE, where he was typi-
cally the firm’s number one or num-
ber two rep in performance. After
leaving the road he added on anoth-
er five years with sales management
and training duties for the Arizona
bow builder. 

Within 10 days of announcing

the formation of his rep group,
Castrup had hired three associates:
Michael Shockley, Ted Taylor and
Michael Kunz. They will be working
with Castrup to represent these ini-
tial lines: U-Way HCO game cam-
eras, RamCat broadheads, American
Whitetail Targets, America’s Best
Bowstrings and Scouting Assistant,
which makes software for game
cameras. 

“We are looking for other quality
lines in archery, fishing or firearms,
lines that will help keep our people
busy year-round,” Castrup com-
mented.

Seraphine A. Gott has been named as National Accounts Sales Manager
for BowTech Archery, announced President Mark Pezzoni.

In her new position, Gott will be focusing on
national sporting goods accounts that sell archery
equipment. She will oversee sales of the Diamond,
Octane and Stryker brands of bows and accessories
to these accounts. 

“Seraphine brings tremendous experience in
product sales to BowTech. We look forward to her
continuing to build our network of national
accounts,” said Pezzoni.

Prior to joining BowTech, Gott most recently
served as regional sales manager for Draeger Safety,
Inc. Previously, she was in sales for Pelican
Products, Inc., where she focused on consumer
markets, including sporting goods. Gott is a gradu-
ate of Whittier College and is currently working on
her MBA at Columbia College. 

Founded in 1999, BowTech is a subsidiary of Savage Sports Corporation.

BowTech Names Accounts Mgr

Don Castrup Launches Group

Seraphine Gott
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Shoot Like A Girl is proud to
announce that Karen Butler, founder
and president of Shoot Like A girl has
been named by Outdoor Life as one of
the OL 25:  Leaders in Hunting,
Fishing and Conservation for her
vision to get more women involved in
shooting sports.  “I was shocked when
I got the news, it was surreal to realize
that the industry recognizes what we
are trying to do, and values it too.  I am
truly honored to be listed with the
other esteemed award recipients,”
said Butler.  

Shoot Like A Girl has been operat-
ing for three years and encourages
more women to be involved in shoot-
ing sports.  The mission is to “empow-
er women to participate in shooting
sports with confidence.” With the help
of Corporate Sponsors, the group
travels around the country to intro-
duce women to archery, actually
shooting a bow, in a safe, controlled
environment.  To date, they have had
over 1,500 women participate Test
Flights, with 40 percent of those ladies
being first time shooters.  “It is incred-
ible when we get new shooters in the
booth, and at first they are apprehen-
sive about shooting, but after a few
minutes of education and safety tips,
they shoot the bow, and their faces
light up, and the next thing out of their
mouth is, ‘Can I do it again!’” stated
Butler.  Butler, her husband and staff
love to chat with the husbands,
boyfriends and dads who are equally
excited to see the “ah ha” moment
women get when provided the oppor-
tunity to shoot a bow that fits them in
a draw weight they can pull back on
their own. 

Butler advocates shooting sports
for women because it provides
women with quality time with their
families, exercise benefits and the
instant gratification of hitting the tar-
get.  The benefit to the industry is new
consumer growth, as 99 percent of
women who complete the Test Flight

survey say they will
buy or have bought a
bow.  Karen also pro-
motes hunting as a
choice women can
make, which helps
protect the future of
hunting.

Butler appreciates
the recognition by
Outdoor Life, but also
attributes Shoot Like A
Girl’s success to their corporate spon-
sors: Hunter Safety System, Prois,
Limbsaver, Mathews Inc., Bohning,

Haley Vines Outdoor
Collection, Muzzy
Products Corp, Gerbing’s
Heated Clothing, Game
Plan Gear, Hoyt,
BowTech, Target
Communications, and
the Archery Shooters
Association. She said
these sponsors have
embraced Shoot Like A
Girl’s vision.  They share

the commitment to empower women
to participate in shooting sports with
confidence. 

Founder of Shoot Like A Girl Honored

Karen Butler

Brownell & Company Inc., a
world leader in bowstring technolo-
gy and innovation is proud to
announce the introduction of XS2 to
the bowstring manufacturing indus-
try.  “We are pleased to be able to
offer this exciting new material to
the archery industry,” said Eric

Griggs, general sales manager.  “The
XS2 material outperforms in every
category from speed, strength and
stability.  This will set the new stan-
dard for bowstring material.”

Griggs said XS2 is made from the
highest quality High Modulus
Polyethylene and then is enhanced
through Brownell’s proprietary
process.  Through this process, XS2
achieves the same stability as a blend-
ed material by eliminating the creep
and elongation usually associated
with an HMPE while still maintaining
excellent speed and an incredibly soft
shot.  The small diameter of XS2
makes it very easy to work with and a
great option for string makers looking
to produce multi-color offerings, the
sales manager said.  XS2 is available in
a full assortment of colors options
including Brownell’s new Cranberry,
Burnt Orange and Fluorescent
Purple colors.

Brownell & Company, Inc. has
been an American tradition for more
than 150 years with over 50 years of
service to the archery industry,
Griggs noted. For more information
contact Brownell and Co. at (860)
873-8625 or email eric@brownell-
co.com.  

Brownell Adds New Material

SportChief Gains
Wider Distribution

Phil Hardy of SportChief, the
Quebec-based manufacturer of
rugged outdoor hunting wear, is
pleased to announce wider distribu-
tion and stronger representation for
his line. Hardy said Jerry Srednicki,
director of Muck Boot Sales for the
big CFD.co-op based in Conklin,
New York, had agreed to begin dis-
tributing Sport Chief clothing in their
territory. Hardy also said SportChief
would be represented by the power-
ful nationwide sales rep group of
Hudalla and Associates. 

Retailers can learn more about
how these changes benefit them at
the ATA Beer & Gear Exchange dur-
ing the ATA Show or by visiting the
SportChief booth, number 1452.
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Gordon Composites, Inc., a pro-
ducer of advanced composite materi-
als used widely in the archery indus-
try, has been operating for the past
several months under Kevin E. Stay as
president and general manager.

"We are pleased to have had Kevin
join our team," said Mike Gordon,
chairman of Gordon Holdings, Inc.
"He brings nearly 30 years of industry
leadership experience and his knowl-
edge will be a great help to our cus-
tomers and our company as we con-
tinue to grow the business."

Before joining Gordon
Composites, Stay was the president of
two start up companies in Sparta,
Wisconsin - Brennan Industries, Inc.
(2000-2011) and NoVoc Solutions, Inc.
(2007-2011). Under his leadership,
NoVoc and Brennan introduced
industry-changing technologies and
achieved rapid sales growth.

Stay was also instrumental in
founding the National Archery in the
Schools Program (NASP) teaching
international target-style archery to
students during school hours in phys-
ical education classes. The program
has grown from 21 pilot schools to

more than 9,000 schools in 47 states
and four countries, teaching archery
to approximately 2 million students
each year. He continues to be active in
NASP as a board member and vice
president. He holds a Bachelor of
Science degree in industrial technolo-
gy product development from the

University of Wisconsin-Stout in
Menomonie, Wisconsin.

Founded in the 1950s and now
headquartered in Montrose,
Colorado, Gordon Composites is
known for composite laminates and
bar stock. It fabricates thermoset
composite materials for specific
applications such as contoured lami-
nates for archery and industrial appli-
cations. The company is the leading
supplier of high-performance bow
limbs to the archery industry. 

Polystrand was established in 2004 as a
division of Gordon Composites to develop
a thermoplastic composite that eliminates
waste, can be recycled and is environmen-
tally friendly. In this 2007 photo, large
sheets of fiber-reinforced polymers are
being produced on a polyolefin product
line. Polystrand products are used in the
transportation, automotive, ballistic pro-
tection, air cargo and pipe industries. In
2009, Polystrand introduced a new state-
of-the-art PET product line.

The Polystrand division occupies its own
plant adjacent to where the composite bar
stock used by the archery industry is pro-
duced.

Kevin Stay Heads Gordon Composites

A 2007 view of the giant creel at Gordon Composites, where hundreds of spools can
feed filaments of fiberglass and other materials toward the production line.
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One thing the archery industry
rewards is a company whose preci-
sion products contribute to the accu-
racy a bowhunter or competitive
archer can obtain from their equip-
ment. That is true of the aptly named
Precision Designed Products owned
by Keith Jabben. The company is
marking its 20th year in business with
a move to a much larger plant that
should significantly increase their
ability to serve their customers and
gain new ones. Shown at right, the
firm is now at home at 2150 Enterprise
Drive, Independence, Kansas. 

“We are excited to bring all our
production, warehousing, shipping,
sales, as well as research and develop-
ment into one location,” President
Keith Jabben said. “The expansion will
triple our size and increase our pro-
duction capabilities to facilitate
increasing sales and more responsive
shipping.”

The arrow components and
accessories PDP makes may be small,
but they play a critical factor in your
customer’s success. As arrows have
become lighter and are being steered
by more compact fletching, the need
to have points and broadheads per-
fectly aligned by their precision
machined inserts is more important

than ever. It also is counter-produc-
tive to sell customers precision,
weight-matched arrow shafts and
then offer them inexpensive, import-
ed arrow points that may vary widely
in weight, Jabben believes.

“We have become a leading
provider of the broadest line of arrow
components in the world, now
exporting to 25 countries,” Jabben
said. “ Customers like the accuracy
and design of our arrow points,
inserts, and accessories.  Shooters like
the weight adjustability of our target
points, allowing the widest range of
arrow spine to bow weight applica-
tion.”

Whether your customer uses a
glue-on traditional broadhead or the
latest mechanical, the adjustable
arrow components from PDP make it
possible to tune the arrow precisely to
the bow. Stackable set-screw style

weights can be added
to the ends of these
inserts, changing the
arrow’s dynamic spine.
A long Speed Point

Tool that reaches in from the nock end
of the arrow lets you add or remove
weights as needed. The Speed Point
system from this Kansas manufactur-
er works in much the same way,
except the points themselves are
threaded inside at the rear. Weights
are available in sizes from 5 to 100
grains, and the points come in varied
sizes and in weights from 50 to 180
grains.

PDP is also a manufacturer of flat-
tipped blunts for hunting or roving
and smooth, rounded blunts used in
video archery systems. The company
makes glue-on adapters for tradition-
al broadheads, wicked looking small
game points, and glue-on points for
wood arrows. Like the components
themselves, the tooling to produce
them is made in house using CNC
EDMs (or Electrical Discharge
Machines). The machines use an elec-
trical arc, rather than a bit, to precise-
ly cut tool steel and even carbide. “We
have both wire & RAM EDM
machines,” Jabben explained. “The
wire EDM stretches .010 brass or car-

PDP Marks 20th Year with New Plant

34

The new, expanded quarters of Precision Designed Products.

Above, Josh Ferguson is shown in the warehouse pulling
orders for shipment. Field points are so popular they are
available packed by the dozen for retail display, bagged by
the 100 or boxed by the thousand. At right, Jeff Jabben is
shown unloading production machinery during the move.
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bon wire between diamond guides &
cuts away metal as electricity dis-
charges from the wire to the work-
piece. The RAM Random Axis
Machine (pictured in the background
of the photo above right) is a 5 axis
machine capable of .0001 precision,
and it utilizes a fixed shape electrode.”

Jabben said,“Having the EDM
machines allows me to use over 30
years of tool design experience to
manufacture our tooling in house,

providing special tooling to machine
products faster and more accurately
than before, while providing shorter
lead times for new products.”

“Both machines will be used to
manufacture tooling to be used on
any of our over a dozen production
machines, one of which is pictured
with the forklift. These multi-spindle
automatic lathes can produce more
parts per hour than any other brand
or type, as the index speed from one

part to the next is less than half a sec-
ond, and they are machining on five
parts simultaneously. I will also be
using 34 years of bowhunting experi-
ence while expanding our research
and product development depart-
ment,” Jabben concluded.

Old friends and new customers
can reach PDP at 2150 Enterprise
Drive, Independence, KS 67301. Call
(620) 331-0333, use Fax (620) 331-
0555, or email sales@pdparchery.com

At left, Teresa Jabben is the office manager. Above, Keith Jabben programs an EDM.
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Ellett Brothers continues to gear
up for its 8th Annual Shooting Dealer
Showcase at the South Carolina State
Fairgrounds in Columbia, South
Carolina from January 5 to 7.
Attendees will experience a colossal
assortment of the newest, most
anticipated, and most innovative
products the Shooting Industry has
to offer.

Due to the growing number of
dealer attendees and new vendor
additions, there will be 17 more
show booths than the previous year.
Four spacious exhibit buildings will
be full of dealers from across
America to explore the vast product
selection and save loads of money
through special programs and
incentives. This year's showcase will

feature an entire row specifically
devoted to everything tactical.
Sponsored breakfasts will be held on
Thursday and Friday with special
opportunities to save even more
money. Complimentary catered
lunch will be provided on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday for all atten-
dees.

Call or email your Ellett Brothers
sales representative for the show
schedule and other show informa-
tion. These deals are for attendees
only, so come join the fun and see
why people are calling the Ellett
Brothers Shooting Dealer Showcase
the "Mini SHOT Show". 

United Sporting Companies
(USC) is a leading nationwide dis-
tributor of hunting, outdoor, marine

and tackle products. The company
operates through two subsidiaries,
Ellett Brothers and Jerry's Sport
Center which were founded in 1933

Ellett Bros. Show Opens January 5

Leupold & Stevens, Inc. has
expanded its internal sales manage-
ment team with the hiring of Janos
Jeszenszky as national accounts
manager.

Jeszenszky will manage several
key accounts, and will provide direc-
tion and guidance for many facets of
Leupold’s sales and merchandising
at the retail level.  

Prior to joining Leupold,
Jeszenszky demonstrated a record of
creating sales growth in a broad
range of sales and marketing posi-
tions.  He served as a store manager
and a product manager for a major
camera retailer, and a new accounts
manager at an optics company.  He
also spent several years working as a
sales manager for a major American-
based optics manufacturer.  He is a
1995 graduate of California State
University at Long Beach, where he
earned a degree in journalism.

According to Cyndi Flannigan,
sales manager at Leupold & Stevens,
“We are thrilled to have Janos join
the Leupold team.  He brings a

wealth of knowledge and experience
in key areas that we have identified
as critical to growing the business.
He will provide valuable insights and
direction to our efforts moving for-
ward.”

Leupold & Stevens, Inc., the pre-
eminent American-owned and oper-
ated optics company, employs hun-
dreds of people in its state-of-the-art
facility near Beaverton, Oregon
where rugged, dependable, high-
performance Golden Ring optics,
Mark 4 riflescopes and Redfield
Revolution riflescopes  are designed,
machined and assembled.  Leupold
is a fifth-generation, family owned
company whose products are sold
worldwide to hunters, competitive
shooters, American military
warfighters, law enforcement per-
sonnel and wildlife observers.  The
product line includes rifle, handgun
and spotting scopes; binoculars;
rangefinders; trail cameras; mount-
ing systems; and optical tools and
accessories.

Leupold Hires National Accounts Manager

S4Gear announced that the
LockDown Optics Deployment
System has earned the award for Best
Binocular Accessory of 2011 from
BestBinocularReviews.com.

The LockDown, recognized as
having superior quality and an innov-
ative, comfortable design, is an optics
deployment system that offers low-
profile lens protection for storage
while simultaneously providing a
secure tethering system for binoculars
while in use. “It’s an honor to have the
LockDown named as the best binocu-
lar accessory,” stated S4Gear’s VP of
Sales & Marketing, Jerid Strasheim,
“We’re really proud of the product and
are blessed to have it so well received
in the market.” For more information,
call S4Gear at (541) 998-8800

Victory Archery announced it had
signed an agreement with Mathew's
Archery for the rights to feature Lost
Camo on certain Victory arrows and
shafts.

Victory General Manager Tod
Boretto noted, "We are pleased to
announce that for 2012 Victory is an
official licensee of Lost Camo. We will
be offering Lost Camo or Lost Camo
AT camo patterns on our Lost Camo
Edition VAP and VForce arrows and
shafts. We know every hunter looking
for the best, high performance arrow
will appreciate the proven perfor-
mance of Victory arrows and Lost
Camo camouflage."

S4 Gear Wins
Recognition

Victory Licensed
to Use Lost Camo
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Carl Zeiss Sports Optics, a leading
manufacturer of binoculars, rifle-
scopes, spotting scopes and opto-
electronics products, this fall
announced that it has hired Mike
Wieck Sales as its sales agency for the
North Central United States. This
addition to the ZEISS team is part of
the company’s ongoing strategic
growth initiative for North America.

“It’s incredible that such talent
comes available at exactly the same
time we are reinventing our company
and focusing on aggressive dealer
growth,” said Michael A. Jensen,
President of Carl Zeiss Sports Optics.
“The Mike Wieck Sales Group is a
proven optics work-horse sales
agency. They have unmatched experi-
ence with premium optics in their
region, and I can’t express how enthu-
siastic we are to bring them to our
team. We are taking market share
and MWS is a key component to our
success.”

Specialists in representing high-
tech manufacturers, the Mike Wieck
Sales agency has been a part of the
sporting goods industry for more than
30 years, according to Keith Hagen,
vice president of national accounts for
the Wisconsin-based rep group. 

“Selling and providing technical
support for optics, especially high-
end, technically advanced optics, has
been an integral part of our service to
the shooting sports world, making
Mike Wieck Sales and Zeiss a perfect
match,” Hagen maintained. “We look
at joining the Zeiss team not just as a
tremendous growth opportunity for
our agency but more importantly, for
Zeiss. You can feel the excitement.
Zeiss has created a phenomenal busi-
ness plan that is ready to go - and so
are we.  Mike Wieck Sales is pleased
and honored to be an integral part of
Zeiss’ bright, bright future.”

Dealers can contact their sales rep
though the web site, mikewieck-
sales.com, or can reach the head
office by calling (715) 258-9667. 

    CALL TODAY! 608-757-8153
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The wait is over…  
after years of demand Rinehart  
has unleashed the most versatile custom 
back wall mount system in the industry!   

Sold by the piece, Brick by Brick:   
Build — Flip — Rotate — Interchange, 
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Carl Zeiss Sports
Optics Hires
Mike Wieck Sales
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Going bald is something many
cancer patients learn to live with as
they go through chemotherapy. Once
again, on January 11, 2012 at the
Archery Trade Association (ATA) Show
in Columbus, Ohio, several industry
notables will show support for cancer
patients by volunteering to go bald at
the 14th annual Baldies Fundraiser.
The Baldies event is all about raising
money for cancer research, specifical-
ly the Arnold S. Leonard Cancer
Research Fund at the University of
Minnesota.

Dr. Leonard and his associate, Dr.
Dan Saltzman have used hunting
industry funding for cancer research
in genetic engineering. Several years
ago they developed a cancer-eating
bacteria that carries an immune stim-
ulant gene directly into tumors. A sin-
gle oral dose has resulted in 60 to 90
percent tumor destruction without
evident side effects in animal models
of primary and metastatic cancers.
Today, clinical trials in humans are
underway.

Funding this research is still vital.
That’s why the following well-known
archery celebrities have agreed to go
bald to raise money: Randy Ulmer,
Keith Beam,Brooks Johnson, Anthony
“Del” Delmastro; Drake Taylor and
Tammi Gregory.

The Baldies evening at ATA
(which commences at 6:00 pm and is
held in conjunction with the Beer and
Gear Exchange in Ballrooms 1, 2 and 3
and features a Colton James concert)
will start with a new wrinkle called
“Ladies Locks” where five lovely lady
hunters lose their locks for cancer.
The five brave lady hunters: 

Michele Eichler; CEO of Muzzy
Products Corporation, Chairman of
The Archery Trade Board of Directors;
“ATA”, Lady Hunter, Television Host of
‘Muzzy Bad To The Bone’ Television
and Co-host with Rob Evans on ‘Yeti’s
Ultimate Hunt’ television.

Vicki Cianciarulo; Co-Host of ‘The

Choice Television Show’, ‘Archers
Choice Television Show’, Partner in
Archers Choice Media, Lady Hunter,
Pro-Staffer for lots of companies in
the hunting industry and always win-
ning arguments with Ralph!

Nicole Jones; Co-Host of ‘Driven
Television’ with Pat Reeve, Lady
Hunter, Pro-Staffer and bound and
determined to kill cancer; Nicole is
NO stranger to cancer.

Kandi Kisky; Co-Host of ‘Whitetail
Freaks’ television, Lady Hunter, Pro-
Staffer 

Angie Denny; Co-Host of ‘Life at
Table Mountain’ Television Show,
Lady Hunter

The 14th Annual Baldies are dedi-
cated to the memory of the following: 

Mr. Joseph LaCorte, Father of Jon
LaCorte

Ellis Joel Beam, Son of Keith Beam
Mr. Tommy Pack, Father of

Tammi Gregory
For more information, or to

donate to the ASL Cancer Research
Fund, please visit www.ultimate-
hunt.tv

Lads, Ladies to Lose Locks at ATA

Synergy Outdoors is pleased to announce the addition of Source Outdoor
Group based in Gainsville, Georgia as the new PR and Marketing agency for the
Barnett Crossbows brand. Source specializes in PR, marketing, communica-
tions, and media relations in the outdoor industry. Aaron McCaleb, the presi-
dent/owner of Source Outdoor Group, comments "My team and I are so excit-
ed to be working with the team at Barnett. The products are well designed,
thoughtful, and built for the hunt. We look forward to exposing a hungry, grow-
ing group of consumers to the pioneers of the crossbow industry!"

McCaleb said Barnett has exploded as a brand, capturing more and more
market share thanks to their tenacious, never-settle attitude for success.
“This attitude and the attitude of the team at Source Outdoor Group make a
perfect marriage for the continued growth of the Barnett Brand.”

Source Outdoor Group is founded on the principle that creativity is para-
mount to building successful marketing strategies.  Source focuses on devel-
oping BIG ideas to ensure differentiation in the "sea of products" and critical
brand loyalty. Barnett Director of Marketing, Shelly Moore comments,
"Unless you have an unlimited ad budget, which is a rarity, you can't win on
frequency alone. The message must generate top-of-mind awareness, clarity
in value proposition, and a positive return on investment generated from
sales." Moore continues, "The formula is simple, make a product your cus-
tomers want, listen to what your customers say, make sure it outperforms
expectations, make it in the USA with American ingenuity, control quality,
and price it where it is affordable and an unexpected value." The last step in
the formula is adding the marketing expertise to tell the story and Source will
make sure this happens.

Moore said Barnett Crossbows is the world's number one manufacturer
of crossbows. “Thanks to break-through innovations, combined with pio-
neering patents year after year, Barnett builds bows better, faster, stronger,
and more cost effective than the competition.”

For additional information visit BarnettCrossBows.com or call (727) 234-
4999. Barnett Crossbows, Inc. is a division of Synergy Outdoors, LLC based
out of Baton Rouge, LA. 

For more information on Source Outdoor Group visit sourceoutdoor-
group.com or call Aaron McCaleb (770) 535-6028.

Source Group Gets Barnett Role
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FIXED BLADE
MECHANICAL?or

WITH TRU-FIRE BROADHEADS...  

EITHER WAY YOU’LL MAKE EM’ BLEED!

T1 Fixed Blade

 

 

Switchblade Mechanical
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 (800) 757-7586
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